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Rare reprint of Adamski's 1949 classic
Pioneers of Space. See Page 4

WELCOME SPACE
BROTHERS?

by Timothy Green Beckley
It was the predecessor to

the Age of Aquarius.
It was the era of the long

haired Space Brothers.
The devastation of the

atomic bomb.
And the first indication of

government tampering with
the UFO phenomenon and
with those involved in a mys-
tery that was spreading
across the globe like an out
of control plague.

It was the Golden Age Of
Flying Saucers and the era of
the contactee in which aliens
were seemingly interacting
with humans in a variety of
ways, including telepathic
communications and taking
them for rides into outer
space aboard their circular
and cigar-shaped craft.

Their names are familiar
to those who were part of the
movement, or who have col-
lected the literature from the
1950s and 60s. There was
George Adamski, the king
of the contactees; George
van Tassel, who built a reju-
venation “machine” in the
middle of the desert; Orfeo
Angelucci who saw a tiny

space gal dancing before him
in a glass of strange liquid,
and Truman Bethurum who
couldn’t keep his roving eye
off the sexy Aura Rhanes, cap-

tain of a space “scow” from
the Planet Clarion, a world
never seen because it re-
mains hidden behind the

Continued on Page 3 >
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Though not approved by the FDA or AMA, regular users say the plates
function as Transceivers, creating a field of energy around themselves that

will penetrate any material substance. This energy is very
beneficial to all life. . .PLANT, ANIMAL OR HUMAN!

❑ Purple Disc – 1 inch in diameter – Attach to pet collar or under
water dish. Create a necklace for yourself, carry in wallet or shoe.

 — $l7.00 or $3 for $40.00.

❑ Small Plate – 4” x 2” - Best for using on a painful area. Place
under a sheet or pillow, in your favorite chair or car seat.

—$25.00 or 3 for $68.00.

❑ Large Plate – 12”x12” (approx) – Carries more energy. Excellent for refrigerator
shelf. Under a gallon water jug to drink or feed plants. Under mattress.

—$75.00 or 3 for $200.00.

Add $5.00 S/H for discs and medium plates, or $8.00 for large plate.
See inside back cover for ordering and shipping details.

Inner Light, Box 753, New Brunswick, NJ 08903

AVAILABLE AGAIN IN THREE SIZES!

ALSO AVAILABLE
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 < Continued from Page 1
moon.

BEAUTIFUL BLONDES
FROM VENUS

Unlike the odd looking hu-
manoids and grey aliens of
today, the saucer pilots of the
contactee era were so human
in appearance that it is said
they could easily blend in with
your average American, walk-
ing down the streets of Any
Town, USA totally undetected.
They were mostly Caucasian
looking, had long, wavy,
blond hair with piercing blue
or green eyes. Most of the
contactees were male, but as
researcher/blogger Regan
Lee points out in our reprint of
UP RAINBOW HILL, Dane
Howard was an exception. Her
story was perhaps a bit more
romantic, a bit more New Age,
with its talk of cosmic love
from the stars, and its visions
of a Martian-like space being
who materialized before her
as early as 1939. In this classic
tome, Dana discusses her
transformation from a “normal
person,” to one consumed by
universal laws, teleportation,
space travel, and things most
women of the era would not
have an understanding of or
liking for. I would dare say
Dana Howard was the Shirley
MacLaine of her time!

NICK REDFERN
TRIES TO SORT IT

ALL OUT
Nick Redfern moved to the

States from the UK a while
back. A top notch Bigfoot/
monster hunter and author of
books on conspiracies, I was
sort of surprised when his lat-
est work CONTACTEES: A
HISTORY OF ALIEN-HUMAN
INTERACTION arrived in the
mail. Nick has been on more
talk shows than anyone else I
can think of in this field. He is

Continued on Page 5 >

FIND OUT WHY...

What In The World Is Going On???
★ Have Extraterrestrials Actually Visited Our Planet?
★ Or Is Some Sort Of Grand Deception Taking Place?
★ Why Did Most Of The Encounters In The 1950s Center On Contact
With Those “Warm And Fuzzy” Benevolent Beings From Space Who
Came To Be Widely Known As The Friendly Space Brothers?
★ And Why All Of A Sudden Did They “Disappear” From Earth Only
To Be Replaced By ETs Who Rape, Pillage And Plunder?
★ Was The Government Involved In Some Sort Of DISINFORMATION
PROGRAM To Hide The Truth – Or To Promote A False Alien Agenda?
★ If The Stories Told By The Contactees Were All Fabricated Why Did
The FBI Keep Such Close Tabs On George Adamski And Others?

IS IT POSSIBLE THEY ARE STILL WALKING AMONG US
BUT HAVE SIMPLY GONE UNDERGROUND?

A full-time author and investigator, Nick Redfern has specialized
in delving into a wide range of unsolved mysteries, including UFOs,
alien contact, Bigfoot, the Loch Ness Monster, government conspira-
cies, and paranormal phenomena.

In this newly published work CONTACTEES, Redfern gets down
into the trenches to examine the band of eerily human-looking, blond-
haired visitors who early on expressed their concern about our war-
like ways and their desire for us to live in peace with one another.
Acting on the visitors’ advice, these men and women spread the ETs
message to anyone and everyone who would listen. And many did
listen, including U.S. government agencies.

Send $20.00 +$5.00 S/H for the book and DVD interview with coun-
try singer Johnny Sands who relates his contact experiences with both
space beings and the Men In Black. It’s all chilling. And none of it is
fiction!

(Note: If you already have the Johnny Sands DVD we will send
you something of equal value!).

Global Communications • Box 753
New Brunswick, NJ 08903

CONTACTEES
A HISTORY OF

ALIEN-HUMAN INTERACTION

Nick Redfern

BOOK
AND

BONUS
DVD
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❑  HOW TO CONTACT THE SPACE PEOPLE—
Ted Owens supplies the same SI Disk he says al-
lowed him to communicate with ETs and receive
their help. $21.95 (add $10 if you want an added au-
dio CD of Brad Steiger’s meditation on talking to Star
People).

❑  SECRET OF THE ANDES AND THE GOLDEN
SUN DISC OF MU—Brother’s Phillips ET contacts
guided him  in his spiritual conquest of the Andes
and show him the way to a long lost treasure in Peru.
Bonus Material by Brent Raynes.—Large Format
$22.00.

❑  SPACE GODS SPEAK—Early channeled trans-
missions from the “gods” of each planet in the so-
lar system. Illustrated by Carol Rodriguez —
$10.00.

❑  PEOPLE OF THE PLANET CLARION—Truman
Bethrum is taken onboard the scow (saucer) and
holds talks with the seductive alien known as Aura
Rhanes.—$14.00.

❑  VENUSIAN
HEALTH
MAGIC &
VENUSIAN
SECRET
SCIENCE—
Michael X.
Barton
presents ad-
vanced technology and health advice from the
Space Brothers in easy to learn lesson form. A must
read—$59.95 with Telacrystal for Space Commu-
nications.

❑ ASHTAR: REVEALING THE IDENTITY OF THE
FORCES OF LIGHT—Ashtar is said to be the space
entity in charge of this planet. His massive space
craft hovers above the equator. Hundreds follow his
words of wisdom.—$15.00.

SPECIAL: ALL ITEMS THIS AD
$278.00 + $12.00 S/H

Inner Light
Box 753 • New Brunswick, NJ 08903

Order any or all of the
following titles and draw

your own conclusion.

❑  PIONEERS OF SPACE – THE LOST BOOK OF
GEORGE ADAMSKI—Adamski befriended the
Pope and Holland’s Queen. Reprint of  1949 work
which may prove he meet  space beings much ear-
lier than claimed. Includes photos made prior to his
desert contact with Orthon. Very Impressive!—
Large Format Edition.
Includes bonus audio CD of an Adamski lecture.—
$29.95.

❑  THE
SECRET
LIFE OF
PAUL VILLA:
CONTACT
FROM
COMA
BERENICES
 Space craft
pose above
his trailer, his

truck, in open fields. Several different types of ships
recorded. Villa was repeatedly harassed, his home
burned to the ground. Wow is all we can say! about
all these color pix. Large Format—  $29.95.

❑ ORFEO ANGELUCCI’S SON OF THE SUN & SE-
CRET OF THE SAUCERS—Two classic contact
books combined. Thrill to this former Lockheed
engineer’s  unbelievable account  as he delves into
the mystery of the saucers. Did he enter an
interdimensional matrix? Was he mind controlled?
Or was his account truly one of peace and love?—
Large format.—$20.00.

❑  UMMO & THE ET PAPERS – ALIEN CITIES
ON EARTH—They have already settled amongst
us. Sensational story that circulated in Spain and Eu-
rope. Now has equal in North America. Almost 300
large size pages.—$29.95.

❑  OMNEC ONEC: AMBASSADOR FROM VENUS
—Is she really from the planet of Love? Many ac-
cept her story after reading book and watching
bonus DVD.—$29.95.
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 < Continued from Page 3
a frequent guest on Coast to
Coast, the Paracast and
Speaking of Strange, usually
talking about werewolves,
lake monsters and Mothman.
Why this new book I won-
dered, and why his infatuation
with the contactee movement?
I just had to ask

REDFERN: Well, I’ve al-
ways had a fascination for the
contactees, and for several rea-
sons: when I got interested in
UFOs as a kid, I read as much
as I could on the subject that
dealt more with the govern-
ment angle (Keyhoe, Hynek,
Stringfield, etc); but I also
picked up in my early teens a
lot of stuff like van Tassel,
Menger, Bethurum etc. And,
the stories were so wild and en-
tertaining - and sometimes ee-
rie - that it’s difficult to dismiss
them. A lot of people in
UFOlogy today dismiss the
contactee era as having no real
relevance to Ufology; and, as a
result, there is actually quite a
lack of deep knowledge and
awareness of the subject in
today’s UFOlogical arena. But,
the fact is, that particularly from
a cultural perspective, the
Contactee Age was an absolute
staple part of UFOlogy in the
50s. So, I figured that, having an
interest in the subject, why not
bring the old stories - as well
as my theories concerning
what may be going on with the
contactees - to a new audi-
ence?

BECKLEY: Which of the
contactees do you seem most
impressed by? Did you have
a chance to interact with any
of them personally?

REDFERN: Yes, I’ve met
quite a few contactees, such as
Bob Short, Wayne Aho (who
died a few years ago), as well
as a lot of “silent contactees” -

Continued on Page 7 >

Dozens Upon
Dozens Of Easy To

Do Spells Are
Hidden Away In
The Bible And

Elsewhere Which
You Can Utilize For
Personal
Wealth.

Pay Your Bills! • Eliminate Poverty!
Draw Abundance to You!

DURING THESE TROUBLED ECONOMIC
TIMES, YOU CAN PUT YOUR FAITH IN

A HIGHER POWER!

GOD TELLS US MONEY IS DIVINE IF
WE KNOW HOW TO ATTRACT IT!

Inner Light
Box 753

New Brunswick,
New Jersey

08903

ALSO AVAILABLE - GREAT
COMPANION DVD

GET RICH QUICK SPELLS
Hosted by Wm. Oribello In A Private
Meeting  For The NY Occult Center
Circa 1980s. This is a hands on 90 minute
presentation shot under informal condi-
tions that teaches the viewer the use of
candles, herbs and oils to gain financial
security and eliminate debt from your
life. Fair video quality.

$21.95 + 5.00 S/H
OR SPECIAL - Book and DVD
this ad just $32.00 + $5.00 S/H

Send $20.00
+ $5.00 S/H

for your copy
of DIVINE
MONEY
SPELLS:
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Inner Light
Box 753

New Brunswick, NJ
08903

—COLLECTORS ITEMS—
  AN AUTHENTIC REPRINT OF A

TRUE CLASSIC FROM THE
GOLDEN  AGE OF FLYING
SAUCERS WITH BONUS

MUSICAL CD OF  AUTHENTIC
‘SPACE BROTHERS’ FOLKSONGS

DANA HOWARD’S SPACE
CONTACT WAS A BEAUTIFUL,
BLONDE, EIGHT FOOT TALL

WOMAN WHO MATERIALIZED
IN FRONT OF A ROOMFUL OF

PEOPLE

All Aboard!

The great Golden Age Of Flying Saucers – complete with
encounters that bordered on the outrageous – ran from the
early 1950s for just about a decade.  During this period, doz-
ens of individuals came forward with seemingly farfetched sto-
ries of having established an ongoing relationship with be-
nevolent – almost angelic – beings from space.

With a few exceptions,  these contacts took place in the desert regions of  California and Arizona, and
sometimes the proud earthlings who became known in pop culture as “contactees,” were honored by
being invited inside the exotic, airborne, “circular foils” of the visitors for a test ride into outer space. Some
even insisted they had stepped out onto the worlds from which their newly found ET friends had arrived.

Some of the best known names from the Golden Age of Flying Saucers include George Adamski,
George van Tassel, Truman Bethrum, George Hunt Williamson, Howard Menger, Orfeo Angelucci and a
farmer named  Buck Nelson who, with his dog Bo, established a strong bond with the space beings who
landed quite regularly outback of his farm in the Ozarks.

For the most part the UFO contactees were men, but Dana Howard was a rare exception. Her first
contact transpired in 1939, about which she said:

“Still wrapped in the warm intoxication of the spirit, my vision was directed to a gnarled old tree
overlooking the antediluvian hills. Leaning casually against the grotesque trunk was a woman being of
unsurpassed loveliness. Her head was radiant with a crown of fire, strands of golden hair cascading gently
over her beautiful, slightly olive-tinted shoulders. The strange mystic light flooding her dark, prophetic
eyes, added a wistful something to all her other charms.”

This is when Dana Howard noticed a strange object suspended in mid-air about three hundred feet
above the ground. “. . .In the main it seemed to be constructed of some sort of translucent materials, but
trimmed in gold, and gem-studded. An almost invisible ladder extended from the ship to the earth, and I
obediently followed the radiant being up the filmy stairs without questioning.”

It wasn’t until sixteen years later that Dana had her second encounter when the same radiant being
materialized in front of a group of individuals  gathered for an occult  workshop in Los Angeles. By this time
New Age philosophies were widely being accepted and so no one cringed or got “spooked out” when this
beautiful being appeared out of thin air and announced that she was from Venus and wished to speak di-
rectly with Ms Howard. What followed was an ongoing series of contacts that lasted for several years and
culminated  in a series of UFO contact books by Dana Howard, including this classical reprint of UP RAIN-
BOW HILL.

OTHER BOOKS BY DANA HOWARD WILL SOON FOLLOW!!!

A FABULOUS PROCLAMATION
“One day every inch of the Planet Earth will be bathed in the glorious mist of a

rainbow. It will be the day of the change – the breakthrough from an earth-cycle to a
cycle of space. With it would come purification, regeneration…renewal. This would
be the day for which the world has been waiting throughout history.”

SPECIAL OFFER Our customers only! Order UP RAINBOW
HILL by Dana Howard for just $20.00 +$5.00 S/H and receive as
a BONUS a fabulous CD reproduction of Molly Thompson re-
markable album from the early 1960s. FROM WORLDS AFAR
contains out of this world music that pays homage to the ar-
rival of the Space Brothers.
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< Continued from Page 5
those people who have had
very distinct and classic
contactee experiences, but
who choose not to go public
with their stories. But, I’ve spo-
ken to a number of such “silent
contactees” whose stories are
classics of the “long-haired
alien in the desert” type.

BECKLEY: Wouldn’t you
have to admit that what’s go-
ing on in UFOlogy seems a
good distance away in terms
of philosophy as well as the
reality of what’s going around
in the sky (i.e. abductions,
crashes, etc).

REDFERN: Yes. There’s no
doubt in my mind at all that
there are a lot of absurdities
within Ufology, and particularly
so within the contactee world,
which (for me, at least) points
to deception, manipulation,
and an intent to keep the issue
of what’s going on completely

and utterly confused. And
someone, or something, is do-
ing a very good job of that too!

BECKLEY: If such con-
tacts were taking place, why
in a lot of cases does it seem
that the UFOnauts were ignor-
ing those with approved cre-
dentials and instead more or
less communicated with those
of lesser virtue — some of
whom might have even had
shady pasts which would have
encumbered their being be-
lieved by the public?

REDFERN: My personal
view is that one of the intents of
the intelligence behind the
contactee phenomenon was
(and now to a lesser degree
than in the 1950s) to provoke
both deception and confusion
about the UFO subject; and that
much thought was given as to
how contact should be initi-
ated. Many of the experiences
seemed suspiciously staged-

managed and even altered-
states-like. There’s actually - as
I’m sure you and everyone who
has studied the contactee phe-
nomenon is aware - a lot of par-
allels between the meetings
with the Space Brothers in
deserts, on mountains etc and
those reports of meetings with
angels, higher religious enti-
ties etc. In other words, one
man’s long-haired Space
Brother is another man’s angel.
There’s a phenomenon behind
both, and it’s intent is to both
inform and confuse, and to get
us to think; and sometimes it
uses definitive characters: as
many of the contactees cer-
tainly were. It’s a classic trick-
ster-style intelligence, in that
sense; and not aliens from Ve-
nus.

BECKLEY: How much of
what was being spoken of
might have been dis-informa-
tion?

Continued on Page 10 >

THE BUDDHIST
MONK, Hotei, lived al-
most 1200 years ago.
He was the Saint
Nicholas of  Bud-

dhism. In his satchel at his side, he carried gifts for children and for the humble
and poor.

Today many Japanese and Chinese have a statue of  the Laughing Buddha
near their door, believing that his generosity and humor is contagious and that
those who offer him their kindness will reap three-fold their desires in just 48
hours. Our representation of  the Laughing Buddha has been carved of  jade

which is known as the “dream stone” as it will make all your
dreams come true. The jade figure is handsomely designed and
stands three and one-half  inches tall.

Purchase includes a Special Report on the Legend Of The
Laughing Monk.

❑ Jade Hotei—$22.00 plus $5.00 S/H
GLOBAL COMMUNICATIONS • BOX 753 • NEW BRUNSWICK, NJ 08903

VISA, MasterCard and Discover customers use our 24-hour secure hotline:
732-602-3407. Refer to the order form inside the back cover of this issue for

methods of payment, sales tax, shipping and foreign orders.

“Be kind to Hotei and
he will be kind to you.”
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In these Two Study Guides You Will Discover For Yourself:
The True Nature Of Time.
The Merging of Physics and Spirituality.
What Happens When You Pick One Path Over Another?
True Secrets Of Time Travel.
Becoming One With The Light
The Reality Of Other Dimensions And Planes.
What You Will Find On The 7 Planes of Existence.
Entering The Region Of The Disembodied, And
The Sacred Resting Place Of The Soul.

For the first time, in BEYOND REALITY; EVIDENCE OF
PARALLEL UNIVERSES,  Shelley Kaehr, Ph.D. has docu-

mented case studies of clients who have travelled into parallel realities and report
their miraculous and often strange encounters with the un-
known. Dr Kaehr is an intuitive psychic who has appeared
on Coast to Coast AM and is author of numerous books on
crystals as well as the spiritual experience.

Also included in this “Other Realities Package” is a copy
an 11 Lesson Course by DragonStar and S. Panchadasi
entitied HOW TO TRAVEL TO OTHER DIMENSION AND
WHAT YOU WILL FIND THERE. The authors state that there
is no reason to be tied down to this place and time best de-
scribed as the “material,” the “lowest of all spiritual planes.”
Mystics have long known that there are many worlds on
which life thrives, many of them a lot more beautiful and
blissful than our own!

BOTH VOLUMES JUST $22.00 + $5.00 S/H

WANT TO EXPERIMENT WITH TRAVELING THROUGH TIME AND SPACE?
This Strange Black Stone Is Said To Open Pathways To OTHER DIMENSIONS

Researchers Claim This Amazing Substance Acts As A Miniature “Time Machine.”
This amazing Brookite Pendant comes with a special awareness audio CD narrated by

Brad Steiger and a special report on how to get the best results from this unique curio (to
be used for moral purposes only).

Send $99.00 + $5.00 S/H for your Brookite Pendant set in a Sterling Silver vial.

Inner Light, Box 753, New Brunswick, NJ 08903 — PayPal at MrUFO8@hotmail.com

Everything this advt - $119.00 +$5.00 S/H

WE HAVE THE EVIDENCE!
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The Kabbalah has been in the news recently as nu-
merous celebrities...such as Madonna...have begun to
study and apply its ancient laws, as they go about search-
ing for spiritual guidance in their own lives.
The non-initiated have long been taught that the

Kabbalah is virtually impossible to understand and imprac-
tical to use; that is, unless a person is well educated in the
ancient Biblical languages from which these sacred writings
have been taken. Until now only a few learned Rabbi have
retained this mystic and highly occult knowledge and they
have, for the most part, kept these arcane secrets to them-
selves. Now, however, there are some who feel strongly, due
to the need to reawaken spiritual values in the world, that
this knowledge must be shared.

Among the secrets of the Kabbalah are those pertaining
to the Mystical Tree Of Life. The Tree Of Life is a powerful
symbol and tool for using God’s energies everyday. The
symbol dates from the dawn of creation and was supposed
to be shared with humankind so that all good things could
become manifest and we could have everything we desire
in life. When used properly in prayer and meditation it, in

effect, acts as a communications device to speak directly with God...a sort of Tele-
phone To The Heavens. It is said that there is no stronger, no more powerful,
amulet in all of creation.

In our research we have found a very talented jewelry crafter who has man-
aged to capture the Tree Of Life amulet in its true Kabbalistic form. There are
other, less powerful versions being sold. Individually cast in silver with 11 fac-
eted stones, this beautiful pendant consists of two main pillars, a middle pillar,
and eleven spheres, or sephirot, located on each of the pillars. The spheres act
as emanations or forms of energy with specific qualities and their placement is
important, as the thirty-two paths that lead from one to another become paths of
knowledge, awareness, wisdom and ultimately lead to oneness with God. The
Tree Of Life pendant offers a deep reflection into the eternal mysteries of the
universe and should only be used for beneficial and positive purposes.

INNER LIGHT • Box 753 • New Brunswick, NJ 08903

Your TREE OF LIFE KIT
is just $125.00 + $5.00 S/H

Many have noticed a vast
change in their life in

just 14 days upon
wearing this pendant.
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< Continued from Page 7
REDFERN: I would actu-

ally say most of it. I personally
believe that the genuinely un-
known intelligence that lies at
the heart of the contactee
puzzle has consistently lied
with respect to its origin. Do I
think there could be long-
haired aliens living on Mars or
Venus? Not in the slightest - at
all. That’s totally absurd. Do I
think there was a desire on the
part of the intelligence to have
such themes circulate amongst
society in the 1950s? Yes. So,
the contactees (in my view)
have been manipulated, but
they are not necessarily the
manipulators.

BECKLEY: If some of the
contactees were part of a
disinformation program, were
any of them aware that they
were being “used?” And what
was the purpose of any such
disinformation attempts?

REDFERN: I have a num-
ber of chapters in the book that
look at such issues as (a)
whether the intelligence be-
hind the UFOs were spreading
disinformation; (b) if the US
Government was using the
contactees and their stories to
confuse the true nature of the
UFO phenomenon - whatever
that may be; (c) the extent to
which such controversial CIA
operations - such as MK-Ultra -
may have played a role in the
spreading and instilling of
disinformation; and (d) if the
former Soviet Union may have
used unwitting contactees to
spread disinformation suggest-
ing the aliens had communist
leanings.

BECKLEY: What agen-
cies might have been behind
this campaign to throw the
public off the track? Is this still
going on today?

Continued on Page 11 >

FREE AUDIO CD
GREG BISHOP INTERVIEWS
TIM BECKLEY ON THE HISTORY
OF UFO PUBLISHING AND THE
MYSTERIOUS MEN IN BLACK

The great American tradi-
tion of drop-out culture makes
it over the millennium mark
with a collection of the best
from The Excluded Middle,
the critically acclaimed —
NOW OUT OF PRINT — un-
derground magazine of UFOs,
the paranormal, conspiracies
and psychedelia.

Veteran conspiracy re-
searcher and magazine publisher Greg Bishop
has put together an intriguing collection with con-
tributions from the likes of: Robert Anton Wilson,
Ivan Stang, Martin Kottmeyer, John Shirley, Scott
Corrales, Adam Gorightly and Robert Sterling,
and interviews with James Moseley, Karla Turner,
Bill Moore, Kenn Thomas, Richard Boylan, Dean
Radin, Joe McMoneagle and the mysterious Ira
Einhorn (an Excluded Middle exclusive). Wake Up
Down There! includes full versions of interviews
and extra material not found in the newsstand ver-
sions.

HUGE BOOK with FREE CD - as
enlightening as it is fun. Come

out of the shadows and into THE
EXCLUDED MIDDLE for just

$20.00 + $5.00 S/H
Global Communications

Box 753 • New Brunswick, NJ 08903
Check out the http://www.RadioMysterioso.com  archives.

New show every Sunday. Best guests around.
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< Continued from Page 10
REDFERN: Good ques-

tions! The FBI was definitely in-
terested in the contactees: I got
hold of FBI files, for example,
on van Tassel, Adamski,
Stranges, Harold Berney,
George Hunt Williamson,
Bethurum, and several others.
The FBI was clearly aware of
the contactee arena, who was
talking to whom, and what
about. The CIA is also tied to
watching the contactees, as
were elements of the British po-
lice force, and Russian Intelli-
gence. There are a number of
indications of potential high-
level meddling in the contactee
field in the 1950s by official
agencies. I don’t see hard evi-
dence of it today in the
contactee field, however.

BECKLEY: Were the
contactees themselves the
most important part of the sto-
ries the contactees were tell-
ing, or was the philosophy the
name of the game?

REDFERN: Without doubt
it was the philosophy. There are
good grounds for thinking, I
conclude at least, that many of
the contactees firmly adhered
to the ideas and beliefs they
were trying to get across, even
if some of them may have out-
right distorted the nature of the
events and their actual role in
the events, as a means to in-
crease their significance and
importance. But, it’s the mes-
sage that the intelligence be-
hind the phenomenon creates
(which has masqueraded
throughout history in many
forms, not just as long-haired
ETs) that we should be focus-
ing on. Their philosophy may
ultimately turn out to be good
or not so good for us. I think
there is a good argument for
suggesting there might even

Continued on Page 12 >

AND THE TRUTH SHALL SET YOU FREE!
Our books, products and services are for experimental purposes.

They are not endorsed by the AMA, FDA or any other federal or local
agency. We offer our merchandise on a non-returnable basis to those
who seek the truth about matters neglected by the “Establishment.”
We appreciate your patronage and hope you will tell all your like-
minded friends about our publications.

Timothy G. Beckley

Unequivocal
proof that

‘Noah’s Flood’
actually

occurred and
that the Tower

of Babel did
cause chaos, mass hysteria, and the confusion
of multiple tongues.

James G. Frazer is one of the great research-
ers of Biblical phenomenon. His investigation
of the Great Flood is in a class by itself. Accord-
ing to Frazer “over 120 different tribes in North
and South and Central America tell of a calam-
ity in which (few) were saved above the wa-
ters.” Also incuded are “myths and legends”
like the Mark of Cain, fear of the ghosts of the
relatives who were murdered, motive for
excuting killers, and bodily marks to protect
against the slain.

Send $20.00 + $5.00 S/H for
THE GREAT FLOOD:

Inner Light • Box 753 • New Brunswick, NJ 08903

Biblical
Stories:
TRUTH?

or
FICTION?
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< Continued from Page 11
be something quite ominous
behind the love-and-light
Space Brother talk.

BECKLEY: Could it possi-
bly be that the “aliens” them-
selves were trying to throw
everyone off the track? Might
it be that they only said they
came from other planets,
when their true point of origin
might be somewhere else?
Any clues we can look for in
the stories as related?

REDFERN: I’m absolutely
sure that is the case. The prob-
lem is that much of UFOlogy
has looked at the contactee is-
sue in very black-and-white
and literal terms. By that, I
mean they conclude the
contactees were either telling
the literal truth or were literal,
outright charlatans. Very few
give much consideration to the
possibility that deception was
the name of the game, and that
the contactees were the pawns.
Now, it doesn’t necessarily
mean that this is a sinister de-
ception - although it could well
be. Rather, it just means we
need to tread very carefully
when either endorsing with ut-
terly open arms, or totally dis-
missing the claims of the Space
Brothers and the contactees.
There’s actually a whole chap-
ter in the book, which is based
on an interview I did with Mac
Tonnies - who tragically died a
couple of months ago - about
his Cryptoterrestrial theory:
the notion that perhaps the
“‘aliens” are a very ancient,
Earth-based society that mas-
querades as alien to move
among us, and throws us off the
scent of their real origins. So,
there’s a lot to think about re
the Contactees that goes far, far
beyond the simplistic real vs.
hoax scenario. And that’s what

Continued on Page 13 >

For centuries the Aladdin’s Lamp has been associ-
ated with personal power and success. Skeptics claim
that the Arabian Nights story of the Aladdin and his dis-
covery of the supernatural lantern inside a concealed
cave is total myth. Yet manuscripts uncovered in a
French museum show that stories of the Genie are way
more that simple legend, and that these paranormal
entities have been classified for centuries by the
world’s most acclaimed spiritual teachers as a subclass
of nonmaterial being existing somewhere between
angels and humans.

NOW you can use your own replica of this ancient
lamp to host a personal Genie that King Solomon is said
to have summoned and commanded to build his fabled
“Solomon’s Temple.” The magic of these elementals
have been known and used by Egyptian priests and
great men such as Moses who adapted much of the
magic associated with the Djinn in his own rituals to
converse with the Heavenly Kingdom.

WITH YOUR PERSONALLY EMPOWERED
LAMP, you will receive four different types of incense
as well as a powerful incantation that, it is said, will
enable the Genie to hear and respond to your wishes
in a positive and forthright manner.

❑   FOR YOUR ALADDIN’S LAMP, Incense Kit,
and Incantation, send $27.00 plus $5.00 S/H to:

Inner Light • Box 753 • New Brunswick, NJ 08903

WANT TO KNOW MORE? Read William Alexander
Oribello’s important work, GODSPELLS, WRITTEN
SPELLS, SPOKEN SPELLS AND SPELL ENHANCERS.
Includes Mystical Power Squares and magic rituals
which are easy to perform and will enhance your ef-
forts with the lamp. Add $17.50 to your order total.

EXPERIENCE THE
AMAZING POWERS

OF ALADDIN’S LAMP!
CALL UPON UNSEEN

KINGDOMS AND
MAGICAL BEINGS TO
TRANSFORM YOUR

LIFE AND TURN IT AROUND.
NOW YOU CAN SUMMON ALL THAT YOU WANT
– AND MORE! SOME SAY ITS AS EASY AS
COUNTING ONE!. . . TWO!. . . THREE!
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I’ve tried to get across in the
book.

BECKLEY: One last thing
Nick, what is your opinion
about the “big three”
contactees – Adamski, van
Tassel and George King?

REDFERN: As with the
contactees in general, unlike a
lot of researchers, I don’t look
at Adamski in literal black-and-
white terms. For many today,
Adamski was nothing more
than an outright hoaxer. Others
take all his claims literally. I
view him somewhere in-be-
tween. I view him as a person
who probably had a deep be-
lief in the philosophies and
lifestyles he was promoting. I
think he was primed to have
such experiences because of
his background with the Royal
Order of Tibet. I think he made
the fatal mistake of expanding
on what were almost certainly

very spiritual and mind-to-
mind contacts with unknown in-
telligences, by fabricating and
adding colorful tales to keep
him in the spotlight.

As for George van Tassel, I
see him as one of the most im-
portant figures within the
contactee arena. The fact of the
matter is that his yearly conven-
tions – attracted literally thou-
sands of attendees. And this is
in stark contrast to anything
today’s UFO conference orga-
nizers can claim. In fact, I kind
of see a parallel between van
Tassel and the other contactees
with the so-called Beats:
Kerouac, Ginsberg, etc. In the
sense that as the Beats trans-
formed the written word, so van
tassel and the contactees pro-
foundly twisted 1950s UFOlogy.
van Tassel also has the distinc-
tion of being the contactee with
the longest FBI file.

And despite his controver-

sial claims, George King and
the Atherius Society attracted
massive followings, and no one
in today’s UFO scene can do
that. I personally believe some
form of higher intelligence was
using King, and it may well
have been literally ETS, or at
least, alien in a sense we don’t
understand. It was trying to get
a message across, and King
was one of the vehicles for
spreading that message.

Researcher Micah Hanks
www.GralienReport .com
blogger and substitute host of
Joshua Warren’s Speaking Of
Strange Saturday night broad-
cast on Ashville, NC’s WWNC
radio is convinced Nick
Redfern among a few others is
on the right track when con-
sidering the contactees as
more than hoaxers and tall tale
tellers. He concludes quite
rightly:

Concludes on Page 14 >

Complete This 12-Lesson Course And Earn A
Degree In Metaphysics Or Parapsychology

The Mystic Lodge of
DragonStar is a Secret

Mystery School With its
Lineage in Atlantis and Mu.
Its Living Master is Willing

to Share This Ancient
Knowledge With Deserving

Students.

Reawakening Your Psychic Abilities
Preparing For Spiritual Awakening

Becoming Receptive To The Universe
Utilizing Magic Oil, Incense And Words Of Power

Learning To Read The Past, Present And Future

ITEM #1: The complete 12-month course is $100.00
and is payable in advance. A certificate will be issued
upon completion.

DragonStar
ITEM #2: PERSONAL

DESTINY READING AND
BLESSING KIT

Ask two questions and you
will receive an individual and
personal answer designed to
awaken your innermost desires
and make them more obtainable.
Include handwritten questions,
birthdate and $100.00. There is
usually a backlog, so allow ad-
equate time for the reading and
special blessing.

Foreign orders please add
$11.00 in US funds.

Inner Light • Box 753
New Brunswick, NJ 08903

Credit card orders—732-602-3407 • See
inside back cover for detailed ordering and

shipping instructions.

THIS COURSE INCLUDES AN IN-DEPTH STUDY OF:
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“With his new book

Contactees: A History of
Alien-Human Interaction,
Nick Redfern has placed him-
self at the pinnacle of what
may be the strangest aspect of
modern UFOlogy.

The contactee element is
in many ways distinguishable
from all other aspects of the
UFO experience. For instance,
many contactees claim to have
met and interacted with extra-
terrestrial intelligences with-
out falling victim to popular
(and often sensationalized)
abduction reports that have
become so common.

Then consider George

Adamski, “The Ultimate
Contactee.” Adamski, if his
claims of travel to distant plan-
ets like Venus are to be be-
lieved, seemed to have been
a willing recipient. “Someone
take me down the road quick,”
Redfern writes, quoting the
famous contactee. “That ship
has come looking for me and I
don’t want to keep them wait-
ing!” Then there are back-
woods exploits of Ralph Lael,
who upon entering caves in
the Black Mountains of West-
ern North Carolina began a
strange series of communica-
tions with aliens from the
planet Peewam (fortune
smiled upon Lael in the truest

sense, as his alien captors
closely resembled scantily-
clad ladies in bikinis).

Indeed, contactees out-
lines a peculiar subculture
that remains present in the
fringes of Americana, and
though well known to some, it
has received its best treat-
ment thanks to the efforts of
Redfern. With the information
provided in this book, one
may even begin to interpret
the manner and appearances
of UFO craft throughout the
decades… perhaps the next
move of the trans-genera-
tional “Space Brothers” lies
within its very words.”

Raymond A Palmer Tribute Edition
Many Call This THE WONDER BOOK OF ALL AGES

A New Cosmology! Delivered Thru Spirit At
120 Words A Minute In 1880 On First TypeWriter

PRESENTED IN TWO VOLUMES, 1250 PAGES, NEARLY A
MILLION WORDS FROM THE GODS OF THE COSMOS!

Plus full color portraits of the spirits responsible
for dictating this amazing work to Dr. John Newbrough.

Our Special Price $79.95 plus $8.00 S/H
 Inner Light • Box 753 • New Brunswick, NJ 08903

Shipped directly from the printer. $8.00 shipping on this item alone due to weight of seven pounds.
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❑   TIM BECKLEY’S
BIG BOOK OF
WEREWOLVES – IN
REALITY! FOLK-
LORE! IN CINEMA!
AND IN LUST! (Book
And Audio CD)—
Werewolves are not just
the work of horror writ-
ers, master cinematog-
raphers or special ef-
fects wizards. As well as
being a respected para-

normal researcher, Beckley has also garnered a
reputation as a B-Movie horror host using the moni-
ker MR Creepo. Calling upon noted experts in
cryptozoology — Nick Redfern, Linda Godfrey,
Brad Steiger, Tim Swartz, Sean Casteel and Sabine
Baring-Gould — Beckley has compiled a virtually
exhaustive history of Lycanthropy, as well as the
phenomenon of shape-shifting which has been re-
ported in all cultures throughout history. A portion
of this fully illustrated, large-size, volume is devoted
to the “sexual hunger” of the Werewolf, and how to
stop the beast in its tracks…and it’s not just with sil-
ver bullets and wolfbane!—$22.00.

❑ DRAGONS AND UNI-
CORNS: FACT? FIC-
TION? (Two Com-
pletely Revised Illus-
trated Books In One
Large-Sized Volume!)—
We fear them...revere
them...wish we could
have them do our
bidding...They live in
our dreams and haunt
our nightmares! Drag-
ons and Unicorns. The
authors take us beyond folk lore and legend to an
invisible realm where such creatures are part of ev-
eryday reality...DRAGONS: Few creatures of folk-
lore and mythology conjure up more sinister and
magical images than the Dragon. Also known as the
firedrake, these mercurial creatures pervade al-
most every pantheon of classic literature. Said to
be larger than elephants, they are generally ac-
cepted as having bat-like wings, twin horns of vary-
ing length, and a fiery breath that can destroy all
that comes in their path...UNICORNS: are men-
tioned in Greek literature, in India and throughout
Europe. The strange legends of the Dragon and the
Unicorn persist to this very day. Figment of the
Imagination? Misinterpretation of ordinary crea-
tures? Symbolic of a mystery occult school?  Beau-

WARNING! DO NOT FEED THESE ANIMALS —

THIS IS NOT A PETTING ZOO!
Check off desired items (or useorder form inside back cover :

tifully illustrated, this large 8x11 format book will
pique your interest and keep you entertained for
hours as you travel around the world in the present
and the past in search of creatures thought to have
been made of imagination; but which probably
have some basis in a physical reality.— $22.00.

❑ GHOSTLY PETS, PHANTOM FELINES AND
HAUNTED HOUNDS—Join Elliott O’ Donnel and
Diane Tessman, Sean Casteel and Tim Beckley as
they relate the spookiest animal stories ever told!
Here is proof of a psychic and paranormal connec-
tion between humans and ever manner of
species…and the ghostly chills they often confront
us with. There are, it seems, as many animal phan-
toms as there are human specters. Do wild animals
have a soul? What about animals that have the gift
of speech? —$22.00.

❑  LIVING WITH THE
LAMA—25 years with T.
Lobsang Rampa from the
viewpoint of his blind
Siamese cat dictated via
telepathy. “Of course I am
old, very old indeed, and
not a little infirm, but is that
not good reason why I
should put on paper the
events of my life, while I
am able? Here, then, is my
version of Living with the Lama, and the happiest
days of my life; days of sunshine after a lifetime of
shadows.” Signed: Mrs. Fifi Greywhiskers. Believe
it or not!—$20.00.

❑ FLIGHT OF THE PUSSYWILLOW—Rampa’s
wife tells the heartening story of their love for cats
and how Rampa has survived several assassination
attempts, partly due to his beloved pets who have
kept him secure.—$20.00.

❑ NAVAJO SKIN WALKERS AND LEGENDS
(DVD)—Are humans able to shape shift into animals
and creatures? Night-time encounters with paran-
ormal entities prowling around their homes, bang-
ing on doors and windows, and generally scaring
the you-know-what out of those with whom the Skin
Walkers have crossed paths, dominate the film.—
$15.00. (Add $15 for copy of book American In-
dian Starseed Connection).

❑ SUPER SPECIAL — All items this
advt just $125.00 + $10.00 S/H

Inner Light • Box 753
New Brunswick, NJ 08903
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Check Desired Items Or Use Order Form Inside Back Cover

❑  MAGIC AND MYSTERIES OF MEXICO—Revealed for the first time in our
modern day world.  .  . . Lewis Spence has gathered all  known arcane knowledge
and occult lore of the ancient Mexican peoples and their neighbors, the Maya of
Center America and the Yucatan. This massive undertaking  is the product of more
than 35 years of research into the Pure Magic, Astrology, Witchcraft, Demonology
and symbolism  practiced south of the border.  Born in 1874, James Lewis Thomas
Chambers Spence was one of the most prolific writers ever to report on Atlantis,
British mythology and occultism in general. In all, more than 50 books have been
published under his name. In this particular opus, Spence opens many locked doors,
peering into the darkness of Mexican Magic and Occultism. Proclaims the author:
The mystical books of the Mexicans and Maya are described and the relationship
between the religions of these people and their magical beliefs fully discussed. Nor
have minor questions, such as popular superstitions, augury, and the use of charms
and amulets been neglected. This book’s useful contents includes: The magical as-
sociations of Mexican religion; the demonology of Mexico; Witchcraft in Mexico;
Magical Books of the Aztecs; Mystical Books of the Maya. Here is powerful magic
that will work for you!

Added material from Dragonstar and Commander X.
Large format edition.—$22.00.

❑ KAHUNA POWER – AUTHENTIC CHANTS, PRAYERS AND LEGENDS OF
THE HAWAIIANS (Book & Cassette Tape)—Tour the Islands with Tim Beckley as
he seeks answers to paradise’s greatest mysteries. Learn of the native Hawaiians
belief in phantom animals, their use of supernatural powers, the wide spread be-

lief in invisible beings, helpful spooks and the
volcano Goddess Mademe Pele. Want to know
if Kahuna magic can bring back the dead? The
truth about ritualistic burials? The Kahuna
brand of UFO? How the islanders speak to the
spirits of the deceased and the reality of the
Menehune – the Leprechauns of the Pacific?
Free 60 minute cassette tape (while they last)
of authentic magical chants from ancient Hawaii.

Fully illustrated, large format edition.—$20.00.

❑ MASTERS OF MT SHASTA – HOME OF THE UNDERGROUND DWELLERS
AND ANCIENT GODS—Accounts of  miraculous healings, including  those whose
eyesight have been regenerated. Survivors of “lost civilizations.” Entrance to
Agharta. Little Men. Bigfoot. An out of this world alien base. Mysterious blue beams
of light from within the mountain. Doorway to another dimension? Time Warp?

Black hole? Over 200 large size pages to enlighten.—$20.00.

DVD SPECIAL: If you want more information add $20.00 for the  feature length DVD thriller Beyond Lemuria –
The Shaver Mystery and the Secrets of Mt Shasta filmed on location at Mt Shasta.

❑  THE OCCULT, WITCHCRAFT AND THE DEVIL’S FEAST IN OLD MOTHER RUSSIA—The Wizards, Witches,
Healers, Shamans and Hags performed what seemed like “Miracles.” And so a noted Polish-born political scientist
Ferdinand Ossendowski who had gained a reputation as a believer in reincarnation and cloistered underground
cities like Agharta, takes the reader on a quest throughout Mother Russia to ascertain the truth  about matters involv-
ing the occult. Added material on PSI Activities in Former Eastern Block.

Large format. Over 200 pages.—$20.00

Continued on Next Page >
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❑ SECRETS OF THE ANDES AND THE GOLDEN SUN DISC OF MU—Journey
with Brother Philips to the Andes as he goes in search of this brilliant gold arti-
fact from the Lost Continent of the Pacific which was brought secretly to this loca-
tion — a monastery hidden deep inside the mountain — centuries ago by a group
of transcended monks, out of sight of prying eyes who would like to capture the
Sun Disc for less than beneficial purposes. It is a fascinating story of good versus
evil that is all the more relevant in these End Days. Noted paranormal authors
Tim Beckley and Brent Raynes have worked long hours to expand upon the origi-
nal text of the Brother Philip material in an appendix of over 100 pages.

Now you can join crystal skull expert Joshua Shapiro as he tells the amazing
story of Peru: The Land of UFOs. And the late John J. Robinson goes under-
ground to explore reports of subterranean chambers and entrance ways to the
inner earth that exist in the Andes. Known to legends of fans worldwide, Harold
T. Wilkins gives his own findings on the Golden Sun And Disks of MU.

Charles A. Silva, a writer on ancient astronaut and censored historical facts,
asks readers to join him as he explores The Mysteries of Laguna De Huaypo.

Brent Raynes’ explores numerous Peruvian puzzles including shapeshifting
and Peruvian whistles and their connection to alternative perception.

If you enjoyed the works of Shirley MacLaine, Tuesday Lobsang Rampa, or are fascinated with ancient mysteries
like that of the crystal skull, this book will reveal much that will be a benefit to your spiritual growth as well as just
pure enjoyment.

Large format. Many photos.—$22.00.

❑ SECRETS OF EGYPTIAN SPELLCASTING —Experience the awesome
miracle of Egyptian magic known to be the most powerful of all time. E.A. Wallis
Budge, prestigious “Keeper of the Egyptian and Assyrian Antiquities” at the
British Museum describes the actual magical spells and formulas utilized by the
wizards of this ancient paradise. Here are the “recipies” for bringing back the
dead, putting life into inanimate statues, how to command the services of their
gods by the mere utterance of their names as words of power. A must for any
metaphysical collection.

  Large format.—$25.00

❑ LOST WORLDS AND UNDERGROUND MYSTERIES OF THE FAR EAST
Investigative journalist M. Paul Dare explores lost cities and civilizations; the
serpent race; shape shifters of the jungle; forbidden black and white magic rites
and eerie rituals; secrets of the  Indian Rope  Trick, as well as the 150 year old
saint who flies through the air. For readers inspired by the works of Castaneda,
Rampa, Shaver and John Keel.

  Large format—$20.00

❑ OUR ALIEN PLANET – THIS EERIE EARTH (Book and CD)—Enter
interdimensional doorways with Tim Beckley and Sean Casteel as they give you
the smack down on ghost lights and glowing orbs; energy fields; parallel life forms;
time warps; crop circles; ley lines, invisible phantoms of myth and illusion; mys-
terious messages from the soul of the planet conveyed in signs and symbols and
freaky weather phenomenon. In the tradition of John Keel and Charles Fort.

Large Format Book And Interviews With Experts on Audio CD.—$20.00.

SUPER SPECIAL: All items (8 books + 1 DVD + all extras)
just $175.00 + $12.00 S/H

(see inside back cover for s/h rates on smaller orders)

Global Communications
Box 753 • New Brunswick, NJ 08903
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Journaling
Freedom of Speech

Poetry
Personal Notes and Greeting Cards

The Power of Prayer
The Healing Power of Prayer

Massive Prayer
Ancient Sanskrit Mantras and Power

Praying in Tongues
The Impact of Words on Others

Manipulation
Collective Consciousness

Prejudice
The Power of Our Words on Animals

The Impact of Your Words Upon Your Life
I Talk To Myself

Who Are You?
Words Used for Soul Development

Reginald G. Johnson (“Dr. Reggie”) is a power-
ful spiritual leader and speaker who walks his talk.
He has appeared on television and radio including
97.1 FM and 93.1 FM in Los Angeles, California and
was the official resident spiritual consultant for ra-
dio station 103.5 FM in San Bernardino, California.
His classroom teaching, speaking and writing has
inspired many to look deep within to discover new
strength and spiritual resolve donning him as a “soul
coach” and “Prophet of the 21st Century.”

Send For Your Copy of THE WORD
It’s just $20.00 + $5.00 S/H

Inner Light • Box 753 • New Brunswick, NJ 08903
Credit Card Orders: 732-602-3407

PayPal: MrUFO8@hotmail.com

Words have the power to bring blessing or to
curse through the energy they contain. Words com-
bined with love, wisdom and Divine inspiration are
like apples of gold on trays of silver.

Used properly – as this book by Dr Johnson
shows how – Words can bring us to the next level of
physical, concrete reality.

As a nation and cosmic neighbor, we must be
the truth bringers and see the light of God in each
person regardless if we are Christian, Muslim or
Wiccian.

This Study Guide to inner and self perfection
through THE WORD contains:

The Broadcaster of the Unformed Universe
Getting a Clear Signal

Activating the Broadcast Channel
Jesus and His Use of Words

The Subconscious Mind
Blessing and Cursing

The Benediction
A Formal Blessing

Prayer For The White Man
Jesus Cursed a Fig Tree

Binding and Loosing
Say the Magic Word

Moses and His Magic Wand
Invocation

Invocation to Auriel
Invocations to Gabriel

Invocations to Archangel Michael
How Words Are Charged with Power

Songs are words too!
The Power of the Written Word

The Internet
Distance Learning

Words inspire us. They form an atomic link
or spirit to the very Presence of God. They
can also evoke the very presence of evil.

They can bring either miracles or mayhem,
love or lust, health or sickness, gratification
or utter despair. The tongue and every word
we speak contains the power of life or death.

$20.00 + $5.00 S/H
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Not All “Alien” Beings Are Friendly!

Sometimes You Have To Confront

The Terror Before You. . .

Grey Aliens and the Harvesting of

Souls : The Conspiracy to Geneti-

cally Tamper with Humanity

Join Nigel Kerner as he exposes
the agenda behind the bio-robotic
grey aliens’ genetic manipulation
of certain human races.

• Reveals the Grey’s nature as
sophisticated self-aware machines
created by a long vanished extra-
terrestrial civilization.

• Explains how their quest to
capture human souls appears in the
historical record from biblical
times.

• Explains how the phenomenon
of racism is a by-product of their
genetic tampering.

In 1997 Nigel Kerner first intro-
duced the notion of aliens known as
Greys coming to Earth, explaining
that Greys are sophisticated bio-
logical robots created by an extra-
terrestrial civilization they have
long since outlived. In this new
book Grey Aliens And The Harvest-
ing Of Souls, Kerner reveals that the
Greys are seeking to master death
by obtaining something humans
possess that they do not: souls.

Through the manipulation of human DNA, these aliens
hope to create their own souls and, thereby, escape the
entropic grip of the material universe in favor of the time-
less realm of spirit.

 Kerner explains that genetic manipulation by the
Greys has occurred since biblical times and has led to
numerous negative qualities that plague humanity, such
as violence, greed, and maliciousness. Racism, he con-
tends, was developed by the aliens to prevent their ge-
netic experiments from being compromised by breed-
ing with others outside their influence. Examining histori-
cal records, Kerner shows that Jesus, who represented
an uncorrupted genetic line, warned his disciples about
the threat posed by these alien interlopers, while Hitler,
a pure product of this alien intelligence, waged genocide
in an attempt to rid Earth of all those untouched by this
genetic tampering. Despite the powerful grip the Greys
have on humanity, Kerner says that all hope is not lost.
Greys exist wholly in the material world, so if we follow
the spiritual laws of reincarnation and karma, aiming for
enlightenment and rising above the material—a state the
Greys are unable to reach—we can free ourselves from
their grasp.

About the Author(s) of Grey Aliens and the Harvest-
ing of Souls

Nigel Kerner is a screenwriter, journalist, and author
of The Song of the Greys. He lives in England.

From Nick Redfern Comes Praise for Grey Aliens and
the Harvesting of Souls

“… a detailed study that is certain to send shock-
waves throughout the world of UFO research, Kerner
offers a terrifying theory to explain the presence of the
so-called extraterrestrial Greys on our world. Far from
being the benevolent visitors that many alien-abductees
believe them to be, in reality they are cold and clinical
creatures whose stark and terrible task is to reap and
manipulate our very life-force: the human soul, for pur-
poses both nefarious and ominous.”

500 pages – 24 color pages – just $29.95  + $5.00 S/H
Release date January 30, 2010

Order Grey Aliens by Nigel Kerner from:
Global Communications • Box 753

New Brunswick, NJ 08903
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THERE ARE SEVEN CHAKRAS THAT RUN ALONG THE SPINE,
EACH HAVING ITS OWN COLOR AND CHARACTERISTIC. Anna
Riva’s Kit contains Seven 1/8th fluid ounce glass vials with in-
structions in English and Spanish

HERE IS A METHOD of spiritual
healing that dates back centuries. By
activating the seven centers of your
spirit and soul it is said that you can
obtain a renewed health and vital-

ity that you may not have experienced for years!
Our CHAKRA ENERGY KIT AND SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS includes detailed

instructions on how you can contact the source of energy, or flux, and learn to con-
trol, channel, boost and transform it to use for whatever purpose you require.

Originating in the temples of Egypt, activating the Chakras was once used only
by the inner circle of sages and sacred scribes. But now YOU can learn the very same
secrets of old to perform modern day “miracles” of your own.

Our SPECIAL CHAKRAS OIL KIT consists of special instructions as well as a set of
SEVEN MYSTIC CHAKRA OILS prepared by noted avatar Anna Riva. And if you
order now we will include a handsome Chakra mini-poster displaying the vortices of
energy on the human body.          (Not approved by the FDA or AMA)

$21.95
ppd

As 2012 draws near, humanity enters a new era, a de-
parture perhaps as profound as the first kindled fire
or the first turns of the first wheel or the first spoken
word. Right now, new revelations and developments
are modifying all areas and all levels of our earthly
human existence, bringing changes that are far more
profound and dangerous than anyone can imagine!

Money Order only, please:
William Kern • 6460-65 Convoy Court

San Diego, California 92117-2312
Or PayPal at scriaben@earthlink.net

To receive your Chakra Oils Kit, send payment of  $25.00 + $5.00 S/H to:

INNER LIGHT • Box 753 • New Brunswick, New Jersey 08903
Credit card customers call our 24 hour secure hotline: 732-602-3407 New Jersey residents

add sales tax. Canadian and foreign add US $10.00 to cover shipping and handling.
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BOOK SPECIAL - Any 3 Rampa titles $59.00 + 5.00 S/H – Any 6 books, $100.00 + $8.00 S/H
All Rampa Titles, $179.00 + $12.00 S/H

❑  CAVE OF THE ANCIENTS—The Monks entered the subterranean abode  that
held the Akashic Records.  Deep inside the Earth, it was revealed to them fasci-
nating stories of ancient space visitors, lost civilizations,  anti-gravity ships, and
thoughts that appear as pictures.         —$21.95—ISBN13: 9781606110607

❑ CHAPTERS OF LIFE—We must experience all these Chapters of Life before
moving forward on the karmic wheel. In this volume we will learn about: A com-
ing new world leader.  The many mansions and dimensions of the universe. How
to close and open new chapters in  life.         —$21.95—ISBN13: 9781606110386

❑ DOCTOR FROM LHASA—Unknown to the Western World the Tibetan Lama
unleashes his mystical powers at the age of seven with his gift of prophecy. The
author of the best selling THE THIRD EYE, discusses karmic association, and recommends ways to walk

along the spiritual path. —$21.95—ISBN13: 9780938294955

❑ FEEDING THE FLAME—Rampa presents invaluable observations on a variety of intriguing subjects
from meditation to suicide. To  students seeking  a valid spiritual path, this book provides a guiding light
through the darkness.                  —$21.95—ISBN13: 9780938294894

❑ MY VISIT TO AGHARTA—Journey with Rampa through the secret caves
and tunnels that lead to the hollow Earth. In this incredible land, Rampa meets
other enlightened souls and is given an urgent message for all of mankind.

—$19.95—ISBN13: 9781892062345

❑ MY VISIT TO VENUS—Where his visits with the “Space Brothers” who
came from other worlds of a physical or astral nature. Introduction by John
Keel.                 —$17.50—ISBN13: 9780938294610

❑ THE SAFFRON ROBE—Here are his meetings with the Council of Masters,
on his exploration and use of magical crystals as well as how to read the hu-
man aura. Learn how you can also wear the Saffron Robe and walk in the foot-
steps of this great avatar. —$21.95—ISBN13: 9781606110379

❑ TIBETAN SAGE – ENTERING THE HALL OF RECORDS—Rampa re-enters  the Hall of Records and is
permitted to observe ancient events as well as view scenes from our planet’s chaotic future.

—$21.95—  ISBN13: 9781892062062

❑ TWILIGHT – HIDDEN CHAMBERS BENEATH THE EARTH—In addition to a belief in the Inner Earth
reality, Rampa explores UFOs, Astral Projection, the Laws of Kharma, Hypno-
tism and tells readers how to cope with modern day life.

—$21.95—ISBN13: 9781892062970

❑  T. LOBSANG RAMPA – RARE RECORDING IN HIS OWN VOICE
WITH SPECIAL MEDITATION              —$12.95  —ISBN13: 9781892062680

NOW AVAILABLE: T. LOBSANG RAMPA'S AURA GLASSES KIT
Includes:
1. Aura Glasses as created by Wendy Lambert and a copy of her aura reading guide.
2. Lessons In Learing The Characterstics And How To Read The Aura by T. Lobsang
Rampa.
3 Powerful Amethyst Crystal which helps to open the Third Eye when place over the
Chakra Centers.
4. Good Health Through Color Therapy - 60 minuted Altered State of Consciousness
Audio CD hosted by Brad Steiger.
Complete Aura Glasses Kit -- Add $50.00 to your order, plus $5.00 S/H

Inner Light • Box 753 • New Brunswick, NJ 08903
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This fantastic Bath Kit comes with seven 4 fl oz
bottles of bath washes, intended to be added to
your bath to aid you in your rituals of cleansing and
healing. This is a great collection for ridding your-
self of negativity, misfortune, curses and other such
unpleasant circumstances. Find within the follow-
ing bath washes: Myrtle, Rosemary, Rue, Mugwort,

Pirul, Yerba Buena and Basil, along with an empty bottle for blending and mixing them as
you see fit.

 Complete Bath Kit—$30.00 + $5.00 S/H

INNER LIGHT • Box 753 • New Brunswick, NJ 08903

Its inclusion in the Di Vinci Code Made It World Famous!
 This Scottish Chapel Is Visited By Thousands Yearly. Its

Beauty and Serenity Is Know Worldwide, but is it also.
A DOORWAY TO ANOTHER REALM?

A SPIRITUAL TIME TUNNEL DESIGNED TO TRANSCEND DIMENSIONS?
A VELVET CURTAIN BETWEEN TWO WORLDS?

 The Hand Of Christ! The Holy Grail! A Nazi Connection! All Blend
In For Astounding Discoveries Made By Author Brian Allan.

Send $25 for large format book, including 18 color plates and companion audio to:
INNER LIGHT • BOX 753 • NEW BRUNSWICK, NJ 08903

SPECIAL 1-HOUR
ROSSLYN DVD

Add $25.00
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William Oribello Presents A
Masterpiece of Occult Wisdom

THE SPELLS IN THIS SACRED TEXT WORK
LIKE A MAGNET TO ATTRACT BIG MONEY –

GOOD HEALTH – LOVE – FREEDOM FROM
TENSION AND WORRY . . . AS WELL AS
BANISHING CURSES AND ERODING ALL
NEGATIVE CONDITIONS IN YOUR LIFE

DISCOVER
THE NAMES
OF POWER

Readers will
learn of sacred mys-
teries to be revealed
only to the highest of
mystical initiates.
Words and sounds so
powerful that they
can transcend space
and time and attrach
the Lord’s goodness
without hesitance. These words are now yours to utter!

ATTRACT – INSTANT SOUL POWER
You will be taught to take ordinary items and trans-

form then into powerful psychic tools to see the future.
You will betold how to make an “Astral Tube” to

see through walls, as well as look into other dimensions
to see what others are really thinking about you.

HERE IS A 12 DAY PROGRAM TO RID
YOURSELF OF ALL EVIL INFLUENCES.

The author tells you how to make your own
Protectogram” which serves as a wall of protection to
ward off future negative vibrations.

REVEALS THE TRUE SECRETS
OF DREAM MAGIC

This method allows a real Genie to change your
life through dreams. The reader is given a “Dream Po-
tion Formula” handed down from Count Cagliostro,
the 18th Century mystic master, said to help you have
the dreams you desire so that you can take control of
your life.
ALSO EASY TO COPY PLANS FOR A DREAM
MAGNET; A TALISMAN OF POWER; SEVEN
GOOD LUCK TALISMANS, AND THE ‘URIM
AND THUMMIN’ SPOKEN OF IN THE BIBLE

AND USED AS A SECRET METHOD OF
DIVINATION

You’ll soon see that THE MASTER BOOK OF SPIRI-
TUAL POWER is an easy to apply text that will trans-
form your life like magic at only $17.50 + $5.00 S/H

INNER LIGHT • BOX 753 • NEW BRUNSWICK, NJ 08903

Among
Acclaimed

Esoteric
Teacher’s Last

Work Now
Combined With
Magic Of The

Inner Light
Blessing Kit

MAGIC OF THE INNER LIGHT!
LET THE ANGELS GUIDE YOU!
Secret Words, Meditations & Candle Burning
Spells To Feel Healthier, Look Young & Take

Command Of All Situations

William Alexander Oribello lead a fascinat-
ing life. At as early age he encountered angelic-
like beings who materialized and taught him much
about esoterica while growing up and through
adulthood. He taught many classes, wrote many
works and assisted in the well being of hundreds of
students worldwide.

Though he has ascended from this world, In-
ner Light has tried to honor his memory by keep-
ing his books, videos, audio tapes and a number of
magical kits in stock.

One of his most important contributions was to
ANGELS OF THE LORD, a work in which he gives
specifics for allowing your individual guardian an-
gel to assist in worldly matters BIG and small. Long
out of print and the master lost, copies of this amaz-
ing volume recently arrived from a distributor in
Europe who was going out of business.

In ANGELS OF THE LORD, you will learn
Oribello’s “secret formula” for using different col-
ored candles to enhance your spiritual work with
angels, as well as specific times that best work for
establishing a communications link with heavenly
realms.

We are offering this work with a dynamic
MAGIC OF THE INNER LIGHT audio CD narrated
by the gifted teacher himself in which he reveals
secret words, meditations and candle burning tech-
niques to feel healthier, look younger and take com-
mand of all situations. And if you order NOW we
will include as a BONUS special commanding oil
and “healing” candle, as well a as privately pub-
lished copy of his COSMIC MYSTERIES UN-
VEILED, in which William reveals 16 Arcane Tech-
niques by which the practitioner may preparer for
Higher Guidance. For all this material we are ask-
ing the very reasonable price of $40 + $5.00 S/H.
Simply ask for Oribello’s Angels Of The Lord
Blessings Kit.
Inner Light • Box 753 • New Brunswick, NJ 08903
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Catchy Words To A Song? Folklore? Mumbo
Jumbo? Superstition? Or A Belief System So
Strong And Powerful Millions Of  Believers

Still Practice It All Over The World?

TROPICAL SPELLS  -- ALSO KNOWN AS HOODOO &
VOODOO -- IS A BLEND OF CARIBBEAN MAGICK SO

COMMANDING THAT IT HAS BEEN PASSED ON
THROUGH FAMILIES AND SOCIAL CONTACTS FOR

HUNDREDS OF YEARS DESPITE WIDESPREAD ATTEMPTS
TO WIPE IT OUT

Generally thought of among “edu-
cated people” as inherently evil or nothing more
than a system of superstitious beliefs, in reality
tapping into the forces behind Caribbean Magic
allows people access to supernatural energies
to improve their daily lives by gaining power in
many areas of life, including luck, money, love,
divination, health, employment and sometimes
– when necessary – revenge.

NOT EVIL OR OF THE DEVIL!
Those who have unsuccessfully tried to

eradicate this religion have long accused its ad-
herents of being devil worshippers knowing
fully well that this is a BIG LIE! The TRUTH is that
when African slaves were brought to America
they were stripped of their religious beliefs and
family connections. The beliefs and customs
brought to America by African slaves mingled
with the belief customs and botanical knowledge
of Native Americans and with the Christian, Jew-
ish and pagan folklore of European immigrants.
In fact, not only is God’s providence a factor in
such practices (which we have collective placed
under the category of Caribbean Magic to sim-
plify matters), but God is, Himself, the arche-
typal hoodoo doctor. Obvious parallels between
Moses and magic occur in the Biblical accounts
of his confrontation with Pharaoh in which he
performed “miracles” such as turning his staff
into a snake. His greatest feat of conjure was
using his powers to help free the Hebrews from
slavery.

Not surprising, as in many other folk reli-
gions, magical, and medical practices, exten-
sive use is made of herbs, minerals, parts of ani-
mals' bodies, and an individual's possessions.
Contact with ancestors or other spirits of the
dead is an important practice within the conjure
tradition, and the recitation of Psalms from the
Bible is also considered magically effective in
Caribbean Magic.

DOZENS AND DOZENS OF SPELLS, SIMPLE
RITUALS AND A BONUS RARE MANUSCRIPT

Tapping into his vast reservoir of “forbid-
den” and arcane knowledge, editor Dragonstar
has compiled a modern adaptation of the many
popular spells that go to makeup the backbone
of Caribbean Magic. Here are spells to attract a
person; spells to wish someone out of your life;
a breakup spell; money spells; spells to change
someone’s mind; cleansing and protection ritu-
als and so much more that will reward you im-
mensely for the small amount of time it will take
you to gain an understanding of a system that is
remarkably simply and normally includes the
use of ordinary objects to make these spells
work like a magnet in your life.

RARE BONUS – Included as part of this re-
markable large format book is a manuscript that
has been almost impossible to secure in the last
fifty years. Known as The Black Pullet – or the
Hen With The Golden Eggs. This work combines
the Science of Magical Talismans and Rings; the
art of Necromancy and the Kabbalah, for conjur-
ing the aerial and infernal spirits, sylphs,
undines, and gnomes; for acquiring knowledge
of the secret sciences; for discovering treasures,
for the gaining of power to command all beings,
and for unmasking all evil spells and sorceries.

Order TROPICAL SPELLS: HOODOOS
AND VOODOOS for just $25.00 + $5.00 S/H

SPECIAL—ALL THREE GYPSY WITCH
BOOKS JUST $59.95 PLUS $8.00 S/H

Inner Light • Box 753
New Brunswick, NJ 08903

Want To Try More Powerful Magic? We have
printed out the talismans from the Black Pullet
on heavy virgin parchment for those who would
include to increase the power of the magic you

will perform. Just add $25.00 to your order.
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Ritualistic Secrets Of Sorcery, Shamanism,
Witchcraft, Magic and Fortune Telling

A RARE—CENTURIES OLD—COLLECTION  OF
CUSTOMS, USAGES AND CEREMONIES OF GYPSY

CLANS IN MATTERS OF WITCHCRAFT,  LOVE
POTIONS,  SPELL CASTING AND FORTUNE TELLING

Many believe the gypsies to be a mysterious race who possess su-
pernatural powers. There has even been speculation that the vari-
ous clans originated from outer space and migrated here from be-

yond the stars eons ago, trying to mix in (unsuccessfully) with the rest of the world’s
population. They have their own language, their own life style, their own moral code and travel like
nomads from place to place as if searching for their true home. Outsiders are not welcome. They do not
share their occult secrets with others, their knowledge being handed down from generation to gen-
eration via oral tradition.

This Volume Covers Such Fascinating Topics As: Shamanism, Sorcery, Vindictive And
Mischievous Magic • Charms And Conjurations To Cure And Heal • Gypsy Exorcisms  • A
Curious Old Italian “Secret” • The Magic Virtues Of Garlic • Calling Upon The Spirits Of

Earth And Air • Egg Lore And Egg Proverbs • To Cure Or Protect Animals • The Recovery Of
Stolen Property • The Haunts And Habits Of Witches  • Bogeys And Humbugs • The Principles
Of Gypsy Witch Fortune Telling • Romance Based On Chance Or Hope • Gypsy Magic Spells

And Secret Children’s Rhymes • Gypsy Witch Amulets • Magic By Moonlight At The Cross
Road • Lilith, The Child Stealer And The Powers Of Fairies – Merry, Mad Or Sad

GYPSY WITCH
SPELL BOOK

Whoever carries this book with him,
is safe from all his enemies, visible
or invisible; and whoever has this
book with him cannot die without the holy corpse of Jesus Christ,
nor drowned in any water, nor burn up in any fire, nor can any un-
just sentence be passed upon him. So help me.

Over 200 Remedies Handed Down From Generation To Generation
For centuries, people have been using the Holy Scripture to induce magickal principles.

Some of this has come down to us in the magickal practices called Pow-Wows. The majority
of these ancient techniques have been handed down from generation to generation mostly
by word of mouth. Many have no idea that other practitioners of the ancient art even exist.
The rise of evangelical Christianity has forced many Pow-Wow adepts to go underground,
or even give up practicing altogether.

For a long time churches have taught that all magick is inherently evil and that anyone
who practices it is to be condemned and possibly even put to death. This has little actually
to do with a few verses in the Bible that speak against witches and diviners, and more to do
with the church power base that has held control over the people for centuries.

GYPSY WITCH PENNSYLVANIA DUTCH POW WOWS just $25.00 + $5.00 S/H
Inner Light • Box 753 • New Brunswick, NJ 08903

THOUSANDS CLAIM MIRACULOUS
CURES THROUGH USE OF OLD

PENNSYLVANIA DUTCH MAGICAL
POW-WOWS! PRACTICED FOR

CENTURIES BY DEVOUT
CHRISTIANS, POW WOWS HAS
BECOME A HIDDEN RELIGION
WITHIN A RELIGION DRIVEN

UNDERGROUND BY NEEDLESS
PERSECUTION.

With this manual you can learn to practice the spells, ceremonies and rituals of
Gypsy Witches and become a practicing Oracle in your own right.

Order the GYPSY WITCH SPELL BOOK for just $25.00 + $5.00 S/H
Inner Light • Box 753 • New Brunswick, NJ 08903
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In over 500 pages, researcher Wun Chok Bong shows how “unknown” phe-
nomena from Angkor Wat to Stonehenge to crop circles are actually powerhouses
built by an advanced extraterrestrial civilization for tapping electromagnetic en-
ergy. Drawing on archaeological evidence, the author states that Megalithic sites
such as Stonehenge are constructed with quartz and iron-rich stones with electri-
cal conduction properties also found atop Aztec temples and inside crop circles.

According to his well drawn upon documentation, these stones served as dry
cell batteries when heated and stressed and supplied energy to the builders’ trav-
eling vehicles. Most interesting the author has tested his theory on today's crop
circles.

For those fascinated with alternative history, ancient civilizations and extra-
terrestrial or interdimensional intelligence, ORDER THE GODS’ MACHINES

—$22.00 + $5.00 S/H
Global Communications • Box 753 • New Brunswick, NJ 08903

The Mystery of the Crystal Skulls is the definitive guide
to the facts and legends that inspired the  movie Indiana Jones
and the Kingdom of the Crystal Skull.It explores what these
mysterious crystal skulls are, where they came from, and what
they may have to offer.

The book follows Chris Morton and Ceri Louise Thomas on
their journey of discovery from the ancient temples of the Maya
to the British Museum, the Smithsonian, and to the crystal labo-
ratories of Hewlett-Packard, where scientific tests on one of
the skulls—made from the same quartz crystal used in today’s

computers—lead to the conclusion, “This skull shouldn’t even exist.”
Their journey also leads to Native shamans and elders who reveal the sacred knowledge and

vital information that these skulls hold about coming Earth changes and humanity’s imminent
destiny.

The Mystery of the Crystal Skulls - Book Chapter outline:
1. The Legend • 2. The Discovery • 3. The Keeper of the Skull • 4. The Mystery • 5. The Scientists
6. The Ancient Computer • 7. The Talking Skull • 8. The Curse of the Skull • 9. The Healing Skull

10. Visions in the Skull • 11. The Boban Connection • 12. The Aztecs and the Crystal Skull
13. The Skull and the Cross • 14. The Maya and the Crystal Skull

15. The Skull and the Ancient Calendar • 16. The British Museum Tests • 17. The Forensic
18. The Crystal Entity • 19. The Skull People • 20. The Knowledge • 21. The Spirit of the Skulls

22. The Keeper of the Days • 23. The Lost Civilizations • 24. The Ancient Ones • 25. The Gathering
 An important work for our time.

Order THE MYSTERY OF THE CRYSTAL SKULLS for just $20 + $5.00 S/H
Global Communiations • Box 753 • New Brunswick, NJ 08903
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❑ MIND CONTROL
SEX SLAVES AND THE
CIA—Tracy Twyman
reveals unimaginable
rape, torture and
bloody rituals involv-
ing child abuse rings,
political complicity and
use of occult and
“Satanism” as part of
MK-ULTRA mind con-
trol program.—$22.00.

❑ THE CONTROLLERS: HIDDEN RULERS OF
THE EARTH IDENTIFIED—Commander X
identifies them as the NWO, the Greys, the Dero,
the Soulless Ones, the Illuminati,  the Counter-
feit Race. Are they out to control our minds?
Planting Imperfect Thoughts in Our Heads? Kid-
napping Humans? Impregnating Women?—
$20.00.

❑  UFOS, NAZI SECRET WEAPONS (Book and
CD)—Banned in 22 countries! Mattern Friedrich
claims to be a political prisoner for the last 20
years partly due to the publication of  this “cen-
sored book.” Dozens of pix and diagrams. This
book will make your hair curl!—$25.00.

❑ WILLIAM COOPER: DEATH OF A CON-
SPIRACY SALESMAN?—One U. S. President
referred to him as “the most dangerous man in
America.” Was this controversial investigator
murdered because he “knew too much?”—
$20.00.

❑ THE OMEGA FILES: NAZI UNDERGROUND
BASES—Branton probes the evidence that the
Nazi “dug deep” and have established bases

beneath our feet from
where they are deter-
mined to take over the
world. Eerie con-
spiracy theory. Huge
book. Includes per-
sonal recollection of
WWII Foo Fighter ac-
counts—$25.00.

❑  COSMIC PA-
TRIOT FILES (Book
& 3 Movies)—An in-
siders guide to whats
holding us back in
our world today; whose got a grip on interna-
tional globalism, in other words – whose running
the show?—$29.95.

❑ CONSPIRACY SUMMIT DOSSIER (Book
And CD)—Bill Cooper (before his death) and
over a dozen expert whistle-blowers expose lies
and deceptions that are putting society on edge.
The strangest and most bizarre cosmic and glo-
bal conspiracies never before revealed!—
$22.00.

❑ FIRE FROM THE SKY (Book And Audio)—
Battle of Harvest Moon and the Secret Of The
Space Shuttle. Exposes Operation Sunrise;
Project Overcast; German Scientists And Aliens;
Admiral Byrd And Operation Highjump; Tesla
Greatest Hacker of All Time.—$25.00.

❑  MIND MATRIX:
COVERT ELEC-
TRONIC HARASS-
MENT MIND CON-
TROL PROGRAM—
E l e c t r o m a g n e t i c
weapons can kill, tor-
ture and enslave, but
the public is largely
unaware that they ex-
ist, because these
weapons operate by
stealth and leave no physical evidence.  Is that
voice in your head getting louder and louder?
Is your TV talking back to you? Are you seeing
things, that are not supposed to be there, but
are? And what about that satellite that passes by
your window at least twice a day?—$29.95.

See Inside Back Cover Order Form For
Shipping And Handing Charges

SUPER DUPER SPECIAL – ALL ITEMS THIS
PAGE JUST $199.00 + $12 S/H

Check Off The Desired Books/DVDs/CDs And Multi Media Specials

Global Communications
Box 753 • New Brunswick, NJ 08903
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UFOS ARE ALL
AROUND YOU!

LEARN HOW TO
PHOTOGRAPH

THEM!
Now you can be a cos-

mic adventurer by going
out into your own back-
yard or by venturing out
on the roof.

Its safe!  Its simple!
And not at all expen-

sive!

UNSPECIFIED
AERIAL

PHENOMENON

by Christine Dickey is
not a cheap report, but
212 pages of beautiful
color images of orb pho-
tos taken by the author,
plus a description of how
she photographed them
and how you can do the
same.

AVAILABLE AS AN
EBOOK ON CD

(MS Word)
Could be the most im-

portant book in the field
in a long while.

THE CRYSTAL POWER ROD
AS A ”WISH MACHINE”

Also Known Widely As The COSMIC GENERATOR this
device is believed to have originated in Atlantis and sup-
posedly operates with energy generated by the operator’s
mind, amplified by emotions, feelings, desires. Once  am-
plified, these  “wishes”  can be  projected over vast dis-
tances to influence others.

WISH MACHINES – MIND MACHINES
They come in various forms and are known as Radion-

ics, Ociloclasts, or Hieronymous Machines, Detector Rods,
Symbolic Machines or, put most simply, Black Boxes regard-
less of their appearance.

SUPER SECRET DOSSIER INCLUDED WITH
YOUR POWER ROD

Patricia Reese and Commander X have put together a
powerful study guide containing exclusive information on
the many uses of  the various Wish Machines which use an-
cient techniques wrapped with the trappings of electricity
and machinery of the modern era. This highly controver-
sial field claims to have detected and modulated our vir-
tual life force to grant wishes and to heal the wounded mind
and body.

Naturally, they are not sanctioned or endorsed by the
FDA, the medical community or scientists at large.
SOME CALL IT MODERN VOODOO TECHNOLOGY

Once you set your mind on what you want to achieve,
practitioners say it is easy to reach your goals by utilizing
one of these devices.

Here are descriptions for Energy Wheels, Electronic
Mind Control Machines, Crystal Power Rods, Inter-dimen-
sional Medicine, Time Travel, Dimensional Technology and
MUCH MORE.

Although we can make no unsubstantiated claims, we
are able for the first time to provide quality Crystal Power
Rod/Cosmic Generators for independent, experimental
purposes.

HOW TO ORDER:
Your Crystal Power Rod and Mind Machine Study Guide is
sold as a unit for $65.00 + $5.00 S/H and is obtainable only
from:

GLOBAL COMMUNICATIONS
Box 753

New Brunswick, NJ 08903

NOTE: Power Rods are
created individually and

may differ from the
sample shown here.

Approximately 8” length.

INCLUDES A PERSONAL POWER ROD
AND A SPECIAL STUDY GUIDE

$22.00 + $3.00 S/H

Global Communications
Box 753

New Brunswick, NJ 08903
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Based On A Secret Recipe  Of
COUNT SAINT GERMAIN

The Man Who Lives Forever,
Said To Be Over 450 Years Old

❑ IMMORTALITY FORMULA
KIT— Based on his personal research

and communications with Saint Germain, William
Alexander Oribello now reveals powerful techniques
by which the mystics, alchemists and holy men of all
time overcame human limitations and attained immor-
tality.

Your "Immortality" Kit comes complete with its own
4 oz "secret formula" as developed by Wm Oribello.
This formula is based upon  old alchemic recipes as
well as information received from spirit. It is said that
this recipe can provide a boost to your physical body
and spiritual well being. Your personalized Immortal-
ity Kit comes complete with a workbook and study
guide containing powerful symbols of immortality tell-
ing you how they can be used to transform the physi-
cal, emotion and mental components, and guide you
to spiritual liberation. This material transcends time and
has been verified by the Masters of Universal Wisdom.

Your IMMORTALITY FORMULA KIT is waiting
for you!

Just send $30.00 + $5.00 shipping and handling.
ALSO AVAILABLE TO EXPAND

YOUR CONSCIOUSNESS
❑ Count Saint Germain The Man Who Lives Forever.
Large workbook and study guide by Tim Beckley,
Arthur Crockett and secret symbols provided by Wm
Oribello. Tells the Master’s life story and how he sup-
posedly can change ordinary metal into fabulous dia-
monds and gold. $22.00 + $5.00 S/H
❑  SECRET SIGNS AND INVOCATIONS TO CONTACT
ST. GERMAIN – Now on DVD, this program was filmed
under the influence of the violet ray. Wm Oribello dis-
cusses his extensive career as a medium and then chan-
nels St. Germain in front of a live audience.

$22.00 + $5.00 S/H.
Global Communications

Box 753
New Brunswick, NJ 08903

EVERYTHING
IN THIS ADVT:
$69.95 + $6.00 S/H

LET THE MAN KINGS
AND QUEENS SAY

LIVES FOREVER FILL
YOUR LIFE

WITH ABUNDANT
RICHES

 The Four Corners Of
This Cross Are Inlaid With
Lapis Stones (known as
"Healer's Gold") And Has A
Magnificent Moonstone As
Its Centerpiece.

St Germain would al-
ways adorn himself in jew-
els. One of his favorite
pieces was a cross he pro-
duced under mysterious
alchemic conditions (ie
"out of thin air.") This is au-
thentic replica enpowered
to bring your greatest de-
sires into easy reach. Beau-
tifully designed, this cross
can be yours for only
$95.00 + $5.00 S/H

COUNT

ST. GERMAIN

CROSS

Use Our Handy Order Form Inside
The Back Cover Of This Catalog.

Inner Light • Box 753
New Brunswick, NJ

08903
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Inner Light • Box 753 • New Brunswick, NJ 08903

Still Searching For The Man Or
Woman Of Your Dreams? Do You
Need Money To Pay The Bills? How About That Perfect Job?  Why Do
Some People Get It All, And Others Can't Seem To Catch A Break?

Wouldn't it be great if you could just order a better life?
It's possible with COSMIC ORDERING.

Author Barbel Mohr says you need only know how to place an "order" properly and
the cosmos will in turn deliver what you ask it to.

Here are the secrets to the underlying principles and prerequisites for how and why
it works, and why it sometimes doesn't work.  Mohn presents incredible true stories of
success and analyzes the failures so that you will come out a winner in life's struggle.

And the author will also assist the reader with guidelines for releasing deeply rooted objections and doubts
that may prevent successful ordering.
Contents Includes:  Tricks For Manifesting Miracles -- Coincidence Versus Providence -- Cosmic Order-
ing And Karma -- Am I Worthy Of So Much Joy?
Learning To Feel How You Really Feel
The Sky Behind The Clouds Is Always Blue.

WANT AN EXTRA BOOST?
Many tell us that our Atlantis Fire Crystals

Really Pack A Wallop.
Order any 1 for $15 or all 3 for just $40 + $5 S/H

❑ FABULOUS FORTUNES FIRE CRYSTAL
❑ GAMBLERS GOOD LUCK FIRE CRYSTAL

❑ ALL PURPOSE FIRE CRYSTAL
Inner Light

Box 753 • New Brunswick, NJ 08903

Ask for COSMIC ORDERING.
Its only $15.00 + $5.00 S/H

PSYCHICPSYCHICPSYCHICPSYCHICPSYCHIC
GEMGEMGEMGEMGEM

FROM SPACEFROM SPACEFROM SPACEFROM SPACEFROM SPACE
Researchers claim Moldavite opens

Interdimensional Doorways

The rare stone Moldavite can only be found along the remote Moldau River in Czecho-
slovakia. Scientists have determined that it fell to Earth 15 million years ago.

 The stone is believed to give its wearer enhanced “powers of perception” bordering
on the supernatural. It vibrates 80 times faster than quartz and enables the participant to
tie a direct line into the higher dimensional communique systems.

It is also a way of immediately clearning and aligning the entire chakara system and,
according to the level of awareness reached, it will make the connection to the so-called
8th chakra or “telepathic receiver band.”

❑ MOLDIVATE GEMSTONE KIT - Includes a small pendant and a copy of the 178 page
MOLDAVITE STARBORN STONE by Robert Simmons as well as the remarkable “Divine
Fire” audio CD narrated by Brad Steiger. — $42.00 + $5.00 S/H
❑ LARGER STONE AND KIT — $62.00 + $5.00 S/H
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GLOBAL COMMUNICATIONS
and INNER LIGHT

SUBSCRIBE to the Quarterly CONSPIRACY JOURNAL
Next Four Issues Just $5.00 each. Or sign up five friends for just $20.00. Use the order
form below to order any Global Communications or Inner Light items. Include address
label from this mailing if possible. Make any necessary changes.

Tear off this page and send with proper fees and mailing label to:
Global Communications • Box 753 • New Brunswick, NJ 08903

Credit card orders use our safe, automated 24-hour hotline:
732-602-3407

We accept VISA, MasterCard, Discover, Checks, Money Orders, Western Union Transfers.
Payment in US funds, PayPal or Western Union preferred for foreign orders. NO CASH, Please!
_____Check here if you purchased on a newsstand. Where?__________________________

PayPal Orders: MrUFO8@hotmail.com
Please print titles and all order information clearly

or include on a separate sheet of paper.

Order with this form or list on paper. Print clearly. Give name and return address here and on
envelope. Large orders require a telephone number and street address. Provide a printed
label if you have one. Occasionally something will be out of stock. We will back order or issue
credit. Allow sufficient time for delivery as we have only a small crew on the “mothership.”
Payment in USA funds. Western Union for foreign orders is preferred.

___Money Order     ___Check
___Credit Card Number
Expires:
Signature
Name:
Address:
City/State/Zip:

REMEMBER: Our books are normally very thick and large
and, therefore, are heavy. If you think it will not fit into a
normal envelope, add a few bucks or we will bill you.
PRINT YOUR NAME AND ADDRESS CLEARLY ABOVE, AND
ALSO ON YOUR ENVELOPE SO WE CAN MATCH ORDERS.

SHIPPING
1 to 2 items: US $5.00
3 to 5 items: US $8.00
6 or more: US $12.00
Canada: $11.00 (min)

All foreign: US $13.00 (min)
Large orders or odd size

items double these amounts.
NJ Sale Tax: 7%

TOTAL ENCLOSED_________

DISCLAIMER: Our books, products and services are for experimental purposes. They are not endorsed
by the AMA, FDA or any other federal or local agency. We offer our merchandise on a non-returnable
basis to those who seek the truth about matters neglected by the “Establishment.” We appreciate your
patronage and hope you will tell all your like-minded friends about our publications.

Timothy G. Beckley

Phone number or email if we need to contact you (very helpful):
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Global Communications
Box 753 • New Brunswick, NJ 08903
Publishers of  the CONSPIRACY JOURNAL
Free weekly newsletter on the net at:
www.conspiracyjournal.com
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PICK THE LOCK OFF THIS TREASURE TROVE TO DRAW UPON
THE MOST FABULOUS FORTUNES OF ALL TIME THAT REMAIN

BURIED DEEP IN YOUR SUBCONSCIOUS

LEARN HOW THE BIBLE IS USED AS A TALISMAN IN
CARIBBEAN MAGIC, ROOTWORK AND CONJURATION

Those who practice Hoodoo or Caribbean Magic, Rootwork or Conjura-
tion, believe that the Bible is the great conjure book of all time in all the world.
It has many fuctions for the practitioner, especially as a source of spells. Hoodoo
practitioners especially attribute the Psalms as important for spellwork. The
Bible, however, is not just a source of spells, but is itself a conjuring talisman.

It can be taken “to the crossroads,” carried for protection, or even left open
at specific pages while facing specific directions. Over the centuries, a rich
list of spells and conjures have been created making use of verses from both
the Old and New Testaments. Many of these spells have been incorporated in
this newly compiled, updated, work, TROPICAL SPELLS, HOODOOS AND
VOODOOS, which includes a rare reprint of the much sought after magical
work known as THE BLACK PULLET.

—$25.00 + $5.00 S/H

SEE PAGE 24 FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION


